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7.2 Newton method

A. Single variable case
Method: construct sequence xn starting from initial guess x0 s.t. xn converges to

x∗ for which F ′(x∗) = 0
Assumption: F twice differentiable
Let ∆x = x− xn

Second order Taylor expansion F̃(x) = F̃(xn + ∆x) = F(xn) + F ′(xn)∆x +
1
2F ′′(xn)∆x2 has an extremum when its derivative with respect to ∆x is equal to
zero =⇒ if second order Taylor expansion approximates well enough the func-
tion F(x) and x0 is chosen close enough to x∗, then the sequence (xn) defined by:
∆x = x− xn =− F ′(xn)

F ′′(xn)

xn+1 = xn−
F ′(xn)

F ′′(xn)
, n = 0,1,2, ...

converges towards a root x∗ of F ′, for which F ′(x∗) = 0
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Geometric interpretation:

• at each iteration one approximates F(x) by a quadratic function around xn, and
then takes a step towards the maximum/minimum of that quadratic function

• Note that if f (x) happens to be a quadratic function, then the exact extremum
is found in one step

B. Multivariable case

• replace derivative with the gradient ∇F

• replace reciprocal of the second derivative by inverse of the Hessian matrix

Given real-valued function F(x) = F(x1,x2, ...,xn). If all the partial derivatives ∃ and
continous =⇒ Hessian matix of F defined as H(F)i j(x) = DiD jF(x) (here with Dk

we denote the differential operator with respect to xk)
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H(F)(x) =


∂ 2F
∂x2

1

∂ 2F
∂x1∂x2

· · · ∂ 2F
∂x1∂xn

∂ 2F
∂x2∂x1

∂ 2F
∂x2

2
· · · ∂ 2F

∂x2∂xn
...

... . . . ...
∂ 2F

∂xn∂x1

∂ 2F
∂xn∂x2

· · · ∂ 2F
∂x2

n

=̇H(x)

Newton method:

xn+1 = xn− [H(F)(xn)]
−1

∇F(xn), n≥ 0

usually a small step size γ > 0 instead of γ = 1:

xn+1 = xn− γ[H(F)(xn)]
−1

∇F(xn), n≥ 0

• Finding the inverse of the Hessian in high dimensions can be expensive
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– instead of directly inverting the Hessian – calculate the vector pn =

[H(F)(xn)]
−1∇F(xn) as the solution to the system of linear equations

[H(F)(xn)]pn = ∇F(xn)

• can be solved by various factorizations or approximately (but to great accuracy)
using iterative methods

– the Cholesky factorization and conjugate gradient will only work if
[H(F)(xn)] is a positive definite matrix

– if not it’s often useful indicator of something gone wrong

* for example if a minimization problem is being approached and
[H(F)(xn)] is not positive definite =⇒ the iterations are converging
to a saddle point and not a minimum
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• Quasi-Newton methods – approximation for the Hessian (or its inverse di-
rectly) is built up from changes in the gradient
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8 Numerical Solution of Differential Equations

Differential equation – mathematical equation for an unknown function of one
or several variables that relates the values of the function itself and its derivatives of
various orders

Example: the velocity of a ball falling through the air, considering only gravity
and air resistance.

order the highest derivative of the dependent variable with respect to the independent
variable

8.1 Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE)

Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) is a differential equation in which the
unknown function (also known as the dependent variable) is a function of a single
independent variable
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Initial value problem

y′(t) = f (t,y(t)), y(t0) = y0,

where function f : [to,∞)×Rd → Rd , y0 ∈ Rd - initial condition

• (Boundary value problem - giving the solution at more than one point (on
boundaries))

We consider here only first-order ODEs

• Higher ODE can be converted into system of first order ODEs

– Example: y′′ = −y can be rewritten as two first-order equations: y′ = z
and z′ = −y.

8.1.1 Numerical methods for solving ODEs
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Euler method (or forward Euler method)

• finite difference approximation

y′(t)≈ y(t +h)− y(t)
h

⇒ y(t +h)≈ y(t)+hy′(t)
⇒ y(t +h)≈ y(t)+h f (t,y(t))
Start with t0, t1 = t0 +h, t2 = t0 +2h, etc.

yn+1 = yn +h f (tn,yn).

• Explicit method – the new value (yn+1) depends on values already known (yn)
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Backward Euler method

• Different finite difference version:

y′(t)≈ y(t)− y(t−h)
h

⇒ yn+1 = yn +h f (tn+1,yn+1)

• Implicit method – need to solve an equation to find yn+1!
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Comparison of the methods

• Implicit methods computationally more complex

• Explicit methods can be unstable – in case of stiff equations

stiff equation – differential equation for which certain numerical methods for solving
the equation are numerically unstable, unless the step size is taken to be extremely
small
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Examples 1

Initial value problem y′(t) =−15y(t), t ≥ 0, y(0) = 1
Exact solution: y(t) = e−15t ⇒ y(t)→ 0 as t→ ∞

Explicit schemes with h = 1/4, h = 1/8
Adams-Moulton scheme (Trapezoidal method)
yn+1 = yn +

1
2h( f (tn,un)+ f (tn+1,yn+1))
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Example 2
Partial differential quation (see below): Wave equation (in 1D and) 2D

Wave equation

−
(

∂ 2u
∂x2 +

∂ 2u
∂y2

)
+

∂ 2u
∂ t2 = f (x,y, t),

where

• u(x,y, t)– height of a surface (e.g. water level) in point (x,y) at time t

• f (x,y, t)– external force applied to the surface at time t (For simplicity here
f (x,y, t) = 0)

• solving on the domain (x,y) ∈Ω = [0,1]× [0,1] at time t ∈ [0,T ]

• Dirichlet boundary conditions u(x,y, t) = 0, (x,y) ∈ ∂Ω and the values of
derivatives ∂u

∂ t |t=0 = 0 for (x,y) ∈Ω
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Some examples on comparison of explicit vs implicit schemes (http://
courses.cs.ut.ee/2009/sc/Main/FDMschemes)

1D wave equation failing with larger h value (http://www.ut.ee/~eero/
SC/1DWaveEqExpl-failure.avi)

http://courses.cs.ut.ee/2009/sc/Main/FDMschemes
http://courses.cs.ut.ee/2009/sc/Main/FDMschemes
http://www.ut.ee/~eero/SC/1DWaveEqExpl-failure.avi
http://www.ut.ee/~eero/SC/1DWaveEqExpl-failure.avi
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8.2 Partial Differential Equations (PDE)

8.2.1 PDE overview

Examples of PDE-s:

• Laplace’s equation

– important in many fields of science,

* electromagnetism

* astronomy

* fluid dynamics

– behaviour of electric, gravitational, and fluid potentials

– The general theory of solutions to Laplace’s equation – potential theory

– In the study of heat conduction, the Laplace equation – the steady-state
heat equation
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• Maxwell’s equations – electrical and magnetical fields’ relationships
– set of four partial differential equations

– describe the properties of the electric and magnetic fields and relate them
to their sources, charge density and current density

• Navier-Stokes equations – fluid dynamics (dependencies between pressure,
speed of fluid particles and fluid viscosity)

• Equations of linear elasticity – vibrations in elastic materials with given prop-
erties and in case of compression and stretching out

• Schrödinger equations – quantum mechanics – how the quantum state of a
physical system changes in time. It is as central to quantum mechanics as New-
ton’s laws are to classical mechanics

• Einstein field equations – set of ten equations in Einstein’s theory of general
relativity – describe the fundamental interaction of gravitation as a result of
spacetime being curved by matter and energy.


